Habit Forming

For some patients, the risk of becoming long-term opioid users might depend on the doctors who treat them.

MORE »

Listening In on Bug-Gut Chatter

How do gut bugs talk with the immune system? HMS scientists have been eavesdropping.

MORE »

The Ingredients of Appetite

New research has revealed a previously undescribed neuron type that may underlie some of the genetic risk of human obesity.

MORE »

Featured Events

02.22.17  Biomedical Informatics Entrepreneurs Salon. Gordon Hall, Waterhouse Rm., 4:30 p.m.

02.23.17  Adventures in the RNA World: Past, present and future. Building C, Cannon Rm., 12:30 p.m.

Full Calendar

Awards and Recognitions

Dean's Blog

Harvard Medicine magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Funding for Psychology Research

Proposals for Sackler Foundation fellowships due March 13.